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What is diversity? – Diversity of thought: legislation edition

[7] "Former Congresswoman and Ambassador Lindy Boggs Dies at 97". ABC News. July 27, 2013.

1974

http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/congresswoman-ambassador-lindy-boggs-dies-97/story?id=19792180
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What is diversity? – Diversity of thought: business edition

Princeton University Press 

Companies with diverse 

executive boards enjoy 

significantly higher earnings 

(bottom) and returns on equity 

(top).
Data from Bloomberg, Thomson 

Reuters Datastream, McKinsey, 2008-10
Thomas Barta, Markus Kleiner, and Tilo 
Neumann
Is there a payoff from top-team 
diversity?, McKinsey Quarterly (2012)

57% more likely to have team collaboration

19% more likely to retain employees

Corporate Executive Board, Driving Performance and 
Retention Through Employee Engagement: A 
Quantitative Analysis of Effective Engagement 
Strategies (2004)
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What is diversity? – Diversity of thought: business edition

So why not in science?

Corporate Executive Board, Driving Performance and 
Retention Through Employee Engagement: A 

Quantitative Analysis of Effective Engagement 
Strategies (2004)
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Diverse teams = better science?

“When people think about why it 

is important to have a diversity of 

talent in a field, they think of it as 

a nicety. No, it’s a necessity. We 

get better solutions.”

want to increase your paper’s 
citation count?

increase the diversity of authors

1. Powel, Nature 558, 19-22 (2018)
2. AlShebli, et. al, arXiv:1803.02282 

3. Adams, J. Nature 497, 557–560 (2013)

My life-partner 

was a woman!



What is diversity?

– Age & 
generation

– Socioeconomic 
background

– Gender (or lack 
thereof)

– Sexual 
orientation (or 
lack thereof)

– Experiences

– Race

– Marital status

– Neurotypicality 
(or lack thereof)

– Ability/disability

– Religion (or lack 
thereof)

– Nationality (or 
lack thereof)
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What is diversity? – Diversity of Experiences & Identities 

– Age & generation

– Socioeconomic background

– Gender (or lack thereof)

• Perceived

• Self-identified

• Expression 

– Sexual orientation (or lack thereof)

– Experiences

• Veteran?

• Immigrant?

• Survivor of rape? Cancer?

– Race

• Ethnicity

• Culture

– Marital status

– Neurotypicality (or lack thereof)

• Dyslexic?

• Autistic?

– Ability/disability

– Religion (or lack thereof)

– Nationality (or lack thereof)

– … 

vs.
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What is diversity? – Visible & invisible identities
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No one’s experience is universal.
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What is diversity? – Diversity of Experiences & Identities 

– Age & generation

– Socioeconomic background

– Gender (or lack thereof)

• Perceived

• Self-identified

• Expression 

– Sexual orientation (or lack thereof)

– Experiences

• Veteran?

• Immigrant?

• Survivor of rape? Cancer?

– Race

• Ethnicity

• Culture

– Marital status

– Neurotypicality (or lack thereof)

• Dyslexic?

• Autistic?

– Ability/disability

– Religion (or lack thereof)

– Nationality (or lack thereof)

– … 

No one’s experience is universal.
Listen.

It is not because you do not see a problem, that is does not exist

We all have identity markers
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What is diversity? – STEM edition

Women, [racial] Minorities, and Persons with Disabilities

in Science and Engineering provides statistical 

information about the participation of these three 

groups in science and engineering education and 

employment. A formal report, in the form of a digest, is 

issued every 2 years.

www.nsf.gov/statistics/wmpd

www.aip.org/statistics
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What is diversity? – STEM edition https://www.nature.com/collections/qsgnpdtgbr
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What is diversity? – STEM edition

currently underrepresented forms of diversity:

→ ethnic & racial

→ gender

→ sexual orientation



Why does diversity, 
inclusion and belonging 
matter?

– Overt discrimination

– Covert discrimination

– Mental health

– Retention & “leaky pipelines”

– Inaccessibility to science

– Burden
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Why does it matter? – Covert discrimination

[7] "Former Congresswoman and Ambassador Lindy Boggs Dies at 97". ABC News. July 27, 2013.

1974

http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/congresswoman-ambassador-lindy-boggs-dies-97/story?id=19792180
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Why does it matter? – External & Internal implicit bias

Donna Strickland, Physics Nobel Laureate 2018

1st woman in 55 years, 3rd woman ever.

The other two: Marie Curie & Maria Goeppert-Mayer (unpaid).

On being an associate professor at 59:

“Strickland: I never applied.” – BBC interview, 1st October 2018

“Yeah, now I really wish I just had. […] I will probably do it next year.” –
Nature Podcast, 10th October 2018

Wikipedia rejected her profile 6 months ago for lack of notoriety

Clarice Phelps
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Why does it matter? – Overt discrimination

https://www.particlesforjustice.org

1. We write here first to state, in the strongest possible 

terms, that the humanity of any person, regardless 

of ascribed identities such as race, ethnicity, 

gender identity, religion, disability, gender 

presentation, or sexual identity is not up for 

debate. 

2. We write to strongly express our view that the 

science case presented by Strumia was 

fundamentally unsound. 

Inferior
by Angela Saini

https://www.particlesforjustice.org/
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APS: A significant fraction of LGBT physicists have experienced or observed 
exclusionary behavior.

LGBT: lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender
+ other sexual minorities

GNC: gender non-conforming

men

women

GNC

trans*

Why does it matter? – Overt discrimination
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Test yourself: 
https://implicit.harvard.edu

• Double-blind study

• Research-intensive universities

• CV 

Why does it matter? – External & Internal implicit bias
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science = men
lib. arts = women

science = women
lib. arts = men

• Double-blind study

• Research-intensive universities

• CV 

Test yourself: 
https://implicit.harvard.edu

Test yourself: 
https://implicit.harvard.edu

Why does it matter? – External & Internal implicit bias
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Why does it matter? – Mental health & Isolation

Slide from Rosanna Durruthy, Head of Global Diversity, Inclusion 

& Belonging, at LinkedIn

Anonymous report:



How can we achieve 
diversity, inclusion and 
belonging?

– Mentoring

– Training

– Improving the environment

– Visibility

– Equalizing access to science

– Hiring 
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Solutions: disclaimer

“These tips are only useful if the President, Dean, and Department Chair see the 

importance of making an all inclusive department and are wholeheartedly 

behind the implementation of change.”

– APS Effective Practices for Recruiting & Retaining

Squarespace:
• attract

• create a culture that welcomes

diversity
• educate everybody

• opportunities to grow into 

leadership roles: retention

• drive systematic change

Executives' unique impact
1. Show Up

2. Consistent D&I messaging +

updates
3. Leverage ERGs as focus groups

4. Hold executives accountable for

D&I within their teams

5. Senior leadership searches
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How can we achieve diversity, inclusion and belonging?

Attracting

1. Improving the 
environment

2. Organizing 
conferences

3. Increasing visibility

Hiring

1. Targeting 
candidates

2. How to write an 
ad

3. Pre-selection: HR

4. Final selection: 
hiring panel

Retaining

1. Improving the 
environment

2. Meetings

3. Reach critical 
mass
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Attracting – Improving the environment

diversity attracts diversity

Yoder & Mattheis, Journal of Homosexuality 63 (2016)
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percent female (SEI 2014)

– Make clear what is tolerated

• Language

• behavior

– Take mental health seriously

– Spread the burden of service

– Avenue to report problems?

– Respect your colleague

– Request the APS to visit and 
evaluate how and where to 
improve the environment
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Attracting – Improving the environment

• Pronouns (he/his, she/hers, they/theirs)

• Inclusive language (eg. “bring your spouse” / “+1’s 
welcome”)

• Being explicitly inclusive (e.g. job ads)

• Explicit protection of employees

– Employee handbook & policy

– Report incidents, whether it happens to you or others

• Gender neutral bathrooms
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Attracting – Organizing conferences

Improve accessibility to science

& explicit welcome
1. Daycare available & announced 

before abstract submission 
deadline

2. Quiet room

• for breastfeeding/expressing milk

• sensory overload (eg. autistic)

3. Equal access to bathrooms

4. Desired pronouns on all badges
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Attracting – Increasing visibility

– Invite diverse people for talks

• 500 Women scientists

• APS Minorities Speakers list

– Highlight our scientists

• set goals?

• highlight what they do for diversity

– Organize scientific events for

• Black History Month

• Women History Month

• Pride Month etc.Atherton, et al., LGBT Climate in Physics, APS (2016)
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Hiring – Targeting candidates

– Organizations 

• General by topic: APS, AAAS…

• Specifically diverse: National Society of Black Engineers, National Organization 
of Gay and Lesbian Scientists and Technical Professionals, etc. 

• Universities such as historically black universities.

– Targeting women early in their careers for more permanent jobs

– Help with the 2-body problem
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Hiring – How to write an ad: APS guidelines

– Gender-neutral language They/their/them over “his or her”

• “expected to have finished their PhD within the last five years”

• “pursue their own research”

– Separate what is absolutely required from what is desired.

• Women want to fulfill 100% of criteria vs men 50%

– “the award is highly selective”. Aren’t they all?

– Explicit paragraph on how the Lab/University/Institution sees diversity 
as valuable.

– Diversity statement: is the candidate committed to furthering diversity 
at the Lab/University/Institution?

– APS Effective Practices for Recruiting & Retaining: www.aps.org/programs/women/reports/cswppractices

– LGBT+ inclusivity in Physics & Astronomy arXiv:1804.08406
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How to write an ad: textio.com
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– Seeing diversity as a plus rather than a bother

– Training: reactionary vs actually making everyone allies and involved

– Do not make assumptions about the candidate

• let them chose if they want to move

• if they think they will fit in or not

Hiring – Pre-selection: HR
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– At interviews

• Men are probed on skills & women on their experiences. Equalize.

• Ask everyone for examples helping people unlike themselves

• Introduce women, emphasize accomplishments & credentials (counters the 
double standards)

– Have a diverse panel in gender and race, just as you normally would 

in experience and perspectives.

• If the panel does not include even one person that looks like the potential hire, 

think again.

• Also make sure that it is not always the same people

– Once again, training

Hiring – Final selection: hiring panel
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Retaining – Critical Mass

Around 15-30% of minorities represented in a given group, stereotyping 

dissapears and inclusivity rises

Nielsen, M. W. et al. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 114, 1740–1742 (2017)
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Retaining – Improving the environment

Slide from Rosanna Durruthy, Head 

of Global Diversity, Inclusion & 

Belonging, at LinkedIn

Anonymous report:

Diversity

Inclusion:

invitation

Belonging

counting bellybuttons → feeling like a co-owner of an environment
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– Career-development conferences

• networking

• mentors

• professional societies or separate groups

• ends isolation, gives hope

– Flexibility with counting hours worked from home

• for new parents

– Mentoring helps level the playing field

• (don’t believe me? Ask me for references later)

Retaining – Improving the environment
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Retaining – Meetings

– When & where?

• during school hours

• at work or via BlueJeans/Skype, not the bar.

– Invite minorities to speak up. This helps spread the burden

– Look out for and call out when 

• someone is bullying a speaker through questions

• someone appropriates an idea that was raised before
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What can we do? – mentors & resources

associations

• oSTEM: @OUTinSTEM

• 500 Queer Scientists, 500 Women Scientists

• IOP, APS, AAAS

• Women’s Engineering society, Women in HPC, 
NOGLSTP

additional reading

• Springer curated selection: 
www.springer.com/gp/marketing/lgbtq-pride-
month

• NSF data www.nsf.gov/statistics/wmpd

• Nature special ed: women 
https://www.nature.com/collections/mpjvbltbgf 
& diversity ed: 
https://www.nature.com/collections/qsgnpdtgbr

surveys & best practices guides

• Yoder & Mattheis www.queerstem.org & 
doi.org/10.1080/00918369.2015.1078632

• APS Effective Practices for Recruiting & Retaining: 
www.aps.org/programs/women/reports/cswppra
ctices

• IOP

• LGBT+ inclusivity in Physics & Astronomy 
arXiv:1804.08406

• Atherton, et al., LGBT Climate in Physics, APS (2016)

• My own document (ask)
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What questions do you have?

Axiel Yaël Birenbaum (she/her)
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